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C,(X)-REPRESENTATION OF CERTAIN BOREL
ABSORBERS·
JAN J. DIJKSTRA. AND JERZY MOGILSKI

ABSTRACT.
For each even ordinal Q, we construct a
countable completely regular space X o such that the
function space Cp(Xo ) is universal for the collection M o
of all absolute Borel sets of multiplicative· class Q and,
moreover, Cp(Xo ) is homeomorphic to the Mo-absorber
00 •

1. INTRODUCTION.

H Q is a countable ordinal greater than 1, then M o and A o
denote the classes of all absolute Borel sets of the multiplicative
and additive class Q, respectively. In Bestvina and Mogilski [2]
it was shown that in each of the classes M 0 and A o there exist
unique maximal objects
and Aa which are Ma-absorbers
and Aa-absorbers, respectively.· Moreover, na and Aa can be
represented as linear subspaces of the topological Hilbert space
R.N.
There is another way of obtaining linear subspaces of lRN of
arbitrarily high Borel complexity. H X is a space then Cp(X)
denotes the space of continuous, real-valued functions on X
endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. If X is
countable then Cp(X) is obviously linearly homeomorphic to a
linear subspace of RN. According to Lutzer, van Mill, and Pol
[16] the space Cp(X) may be of arbitrarily high Borel complex
ity - it may even be a non-analytic set. The following theorem

no

·Presented at the 25th Annual Spring Topology Conference, April 11
13, 1991.
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was proved by Dobrowolski, Marciszewski, and Mogilski [11]
(see also [1,5,7,8,9,10]).

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a countable, nondiscrete, completely
regular space. If Cp(X) E M 2 then it is homeomorphic to fl 2 •
According to Dijkstra et al. [6] Cp(X) cannot be an element
of A 2 and hence this theorem gives a complete classification of
the spaces Cp{X) of Borel class not higher than 2. Theorem
1.1 suggests the following:

Conjecture 1.2. If Cp(X) E M a
phic to no.

\

A a then it is homeomor

As we mentioned above all multiplicativ~ classes M a , where
a > 1, are represented among spaces Cp{X). Moreover, Mar
ciszewski recently showed that if Cp{X) is Borel then Cp{X) E
M o \ A o for some a, improving a result of Calbrix [3,4]. The
. method of absorbers was employed in the proof of Theorem 1.1
and the crucial step was to show that a space Cp{X), which is
in M 2 \A2 , is an M 2-absorber (and hence homeomorphic n 2 ).
For higher Borel classes M a it is not clear how to exibit at
least one space X such that Cp(X) is an Ma-absorber. In this
paper we prove that if a is an even ordinal then there exists
a countable completely regular space X a such that Cp{Xa ) is
homeomorphic to na.
.
2. BOREL ABSORBERS.
Since we are dealing with function spaces it is convenient to
represent the Hilbert cube Q by [-oo,oo]N and its pseudoin
terior s by aN. Let Y stand for either s or Q. Let us recall
that a closed subset A of Y is a Z-set if given an open cover
U of Y there exists a U-close to the identity map f : Y --. Y
such that f{Y) misses A. A countable union of Z-sets is called
a uZ-set. Let Y = Q or s and let C be a collection of subsets
of Y that is topological (i.e., invariant under homeomorphisms
of Y) and closed hereditary. We say that a subset X of Y is a
C-absorber if
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(I)XeC,
(2) X is contained in a uZ-set of Y,
(3) X is strongly C-universal, i.e., for every A in Y such that
A E C and for every map I : Y ~ Y that restricts to a
Z-embedding (an embedding onto a .Z-set) on a closed
set K, there exists a Z-embedding 9 : Y ~ Y that
can be chosen arbitrarily close to f with the properties:
glK = 11K and g-I(X) \ K = A \ K.
The notion of C-absorber generalises concepts of [18] and
[19]. Their most important property is uniqueness: if X and
X' are C-absorbers in Y then the pairs (Y, X) and (Y, X') are
homeomorphic. Bestvina and Mogilski in [2] constructed two'
transfinite sequences (n o )l<o<Wl and (A o )l<o<Wl of subsets in
the Hilbert cube Q such that na is an Ma-absorber and Ao
is an Aa-absorber for 1 < Q < WI. In this section we will
present a slightly modified construction of Ma-absorbers for
. even Q and Aa-absorbers for odd Q based on the use of a special
product of spaces described in [14] (see also [15] and [4]).
H X n is a subset of Yn for n = 1,2, ... , then the set
00

F

00

Xn = {(xn ) E

n=l

II Y

n :

3 k \In > k

Xn

E Xn }

n=l

is called the Frechet product (the product with resp~ct to the
Frechet filter) of the sequence (Xn)~=l. If X n = X for all n,
then we write F(X) = F~=l X n and XN = n~l X n •

Lemma 2.1. Let Y = Q or s and let C = U~=l Cn, where, for
n = 1, 2, ... , Cn is a collection of subsets of Y which is topo
logical, closed hereditary, and closed under finite intersections
and unions, and Cn C Cn +1 • Then:

= 1, 2, ... , then
X n is strongly C6 -universal, where C6 stands for
the collection of countable intersections of elements of
Cj
(2) If X n is strongly en-universal then F~l X n is strong
ly Cq -universal, where CfT stands for the collection of

(1) If X n is strongly Cn -universal for n
n~l
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countable unions of elements of C.

Part (1) follows from [12, Lemma 2.3] or [8, Theorem 3.1].
Part (2) is in essence a complementary formulation of the
S~(X) part of [8, Theorem 3.1] (where complementary means
that all sets are replaced by their complements).
Let
(j

= {(x n ) E RN : X n = 0 for all but finitely many n}.

Identifying countable products of Q with Q we construct Borel
absorbers in Q as follows:

. if a is an odd ordinal, and

na

= {(A~_l)N, ~f Q is ~n even nonlimit ordinal
TIn=I Aan , If Q = 11m an

Let us point out that both na and Aa are subsets of s. The
next result follows from Lemma 6.3 of [2] (which is based on
an idea of Sikorski [17,13]) and Lemma 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. For each even ordinalo < WI, the spaces na
and Aa +I are Ma-absorbers and Aa+I-absorbers, respectively,
in both Q and s.

We have the following easy observation for even ordinals.

Remark 2.3. The transfinite sequence (na ), where a is an
even ordinal and 1 < a < WI is defined by the choice of n2 and
the following recurrence relation:

no = { (Fjflar_ 2 »N,

TIn=l F(nan ),

~f Q
If 0

1. is not a limit ordinal
= limOn.

-
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BOREL FILTERS AND CORRESPONDING SEQUENCE
SPACES

We recall that a family ~ of subsets of N is a filter on N
if 0 rt ~, A n B E ~ provided A, B E ~ and A ~ C ~ N,
A E ~ implies C E~. All filters ~ can 'be identified with
.subsets .of the Cantor set 2N • Hence. the cartesian product and
the Frechet product of filters are filters on N x N and hence
subsets of 2NxN • We shall reduce these product filters to filters
on N (and subsets of 2N') via some fixed bijection N x N ~ N.
The filter ~I consisting of all cofinite subsets of N is called the
Frechet filter and we have ~I E Al \ MI. Lutzer, van Mill, Pol
[16] and Calbrix [3] showed that there are filters ~o E A o \M o
for every o. Using the filter ~1 Calbrix [4] 'constructed filters
~o E A o \ M o for odd ordinals 0 as follows

~o

= {F((~~_2)N)1

~f 0 and

F(nn=I ~On)' If 0

-

0 -:- 1 are not limit ordinals
1 = lImon.

As was pointed out in [4], (~o)N E M o +1 \ A o +1 •
Each filter ~ generates the following sequence spaces in s C
Q:
U;y = {(x n ) E s : 3 A E ~ X n = 0 for n E A},
C;y

= {(x n ) E s : Ve > 0 3 A E ~ Ixnl < e for n E A},

and
where 6 > o. Note that c~ consists of all sequences that con
verge to zero with respect to the filter~. The next two lemmas
are immediate consequences of our definitions.

Lemma 3.1. Let

(<!5n)~=I

n::l ~n, ~ = F~=l ~n.
= n=l
n Ue
O"e(6) = n ue
n=l

Then:

00

(1) ue

n ;

00

(2)

n

be a sequence of filters and let <!5

(6);

=
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(3)

00

= n=1
F (Ten;
(T~(6) = F (Ten (6);
(T~

00

(4)

n=1

00

(5) Ce

= n=1
TI Ce

n •

Lemma 3.2. If ~ is a filter then

= n (T~(2-Jc).
00

c~

k=1

As a consequence of the fact that the constructions of trans
finite sequences of Borel absorbers and Borel filters described
above are almost identical we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. We have:
(I) (T = (T~1 and {l2 = ((T~l)N,.
(2) If 0 is an odd ordinal then
(T~Q E A a \ M a ),.
(3) If 0 is an even ordinal then

na = { (O"!a_l)N,
TIn=1

(T~Qn'

(T~Q

i! Q is ~ot a limit ordinal
if 0 = lImOn.

Proposition 3.4. If

0

homeomorphism h a

Q --. QN such that

:

ha(u~Q(2-Jc)) = ,U'$Q

for k

Aa (in particular

-

is an odd ordinal then there exists a
X

U~Q ¥x···

X

U~Q

~

X

Q x Q x···

= 1,2, ....

Proof. The existence of the homeomorphism hi
sending U~l (2- k ) onto
(T~1

,

x (T~1 ¥x···

X 0'~1 X
~

Q

~

QN

Q x Q x·· ·

k times

for k = 1,2, ... was proved in section 6 of [8].
The homeomorphisms hOt for 0 > 1 are constructed induc
tively using the following elementary observation about prod
ucts of homeomorphisms. Let k be a natural number. Assume
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that (Hi)i is a sequence of homeomorphisms from Y onto yN
and let Zi and Xi be subsets of Y such that

Hi(Zi)

= ((i x Xi

x .. · x Xt x y x Y x· ..
.....

k times

for i = 1,2, .... If we define the homeomorphism H
yN -+ (yN)N by

((El H

n)

(y)) ij

= (Hi(Yi))j,

then

H

(fi fi fi
Zi) =

Xi

X

Xi x··· x

~

fi

= P~=l Hn

for y E yN,

Xi

X

yN

X

yN x·· ·

X

yN

X

yN

~

.....

k times

and

H

EZi = EXi EXi x··· x EXi
00

(

)

00

00

00

X

,

¥

X·· ·

~

k times

Let Q be an odd ordinal for which hOt has been constructed.
H we define hOt +1 = P~=l hOt then
ha+I(0'~0(2-k)N) = 0':0 x 0':0
""

x··· x 0':0
¥

X

QN

"

X

QN x···
.

k times

for k = 1,2, .... Next we put hOl+2 = P~=l hOt +1 (the role of
Y is now played by QN). We obtain:
hOl+2(F(0"~a(2-k)N)) = F(O":a) x F(O":a) x··· x F(O":a)
,

T

~

k times

X (QN)N X (QN)N X ...
for k = 1,2, ....
H we use Lemma 3.1 and we identify (QN)N with Q as usual
then we find
hOl +2 ( 0"~a+2 (2-

k

))

= 0"~a+2
,

X

0"~a+2 x···
T

k times

X

0"~a+2

'

X

Q x Q x·· ·

:
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for k = 1, 2, ... , which finishes this step of the induction.
Now assume that 0 = lim On is a limit ordinal and that the
han's have been defined. If we put

hOI+! =

P (p h

Oln ).

m=1

n=1

then we have as above that

hOI+! (uaG+! (2-k)) = ,UaG+!

X uaG+!

¥

x···

X UaG+l X
~

Q X Q x·· ·

k times

for k = 1,2, .... This finishes the induction.
From Proposition 3.4 we obtain

Corollary 3.5. If 0 is odd then the pair (Q,c3'o) is homeo
morphic to (Q, !l0l+1) .

Proof. The homeomorphisms hOt from Proposition 3.4 satisfy

n
00

hOt (c3'o)

=

h~(uao(2-k))

= (uao)N = !l0l+1.

k=1

4. FUNCTION SPACES Cp(X) WHICH ARE BOREL
ABSORBERS.

X - { X3'O-l'
X
Q

n:=l a'on'

Calbrix [3] observed that Cp(XOI ) E MOl \ A OI • Cp(XOI ) is a
subset of the Hilbert cube Q = Q x [-00,00]. We prove!

Theorem 4.1. Ifo is an even ordinal then the pair(Q,Cp(XOI ))
is homeomorphic to (Q,!lOt) and hence it is an MOl-absorber.
1 A similar result was proved independently by Cauty, Dobrowolski and
Marciszewski.
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Proof. Let Q be an even countable ordinal. If Q is not a
is homeomorphic to (Q,C~a_l x lR),
limit then (Q,Cp(X
cf. the proof of [8, Theorem 6.5]. By Corollary 3.5 the pair
(Q,C~a_l xR) is homeomorphic to (Q,{lo xlR) and by [8, Lem
ma 6.41(Q, Oar xR) is homeomorphic to lQ, Oar). If Q = limQn,
then (Q,Cp(Xo )) is homeomorphic to (Q,c~ x R), where ~ =
n~l ~On· By Lemma 3.1 c~ is equal to n:O=l c~an. Since by
Corollary 3.5 each (Q, c~a) is homeomorphic to (Q, {lan+ 1 ) the
product (QN, n:O=l caan ) is homeomorphic to (QN, n:O=l {lan+l).
Since both n~l {lan+1 and {la = n:O=l Aan are Ma-absorbers
we have
Q ))

(Q,Cp(Xo )) ~ (Q,ca xR)

~

(QN

X

[-00,00],

(11

Oar n

+!) R)
X

~ (Q,{loxlR)"'(Q,{la).

It is possible to start the construction of the ~0 's with an ar
bitrary sequence (<5 i )i of F0'6-filters instead of just the Frechet
filter. Then the basis step in the proof of Proposition 3.4 be
comes

h2

(fi

O"ei(2-

k

))

=

fi fi
O"ei x

O"ei x··· x

fi

....

~

O"ei

,

k times

X QN X QN

x ... ,

which follows from [9, Proposition 3.1]. The result is a rich
collection of spaces Cp(X) that are topologically characterised
by their Borel complexity, i.e. the Q such that Cp(X) E M o \

Ao •
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